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Com Center - Customized Buttons designed in the unique iPhone-Style
Published on 12/12/08
Duesseldorf based HOT CHILI APPS today announced Com Centre for Apple iPhone. Com
Centre
enables the user to create individual iPhone-buttons. In just a few taps of the finger, a
personal address book can be designed using photos, colours, text and symbols.
Communication via phone, email and SMS is possible with a single finger tap on the
customized button, styled in the Apple look. Buttons can be created and named individually
by the user.
Duesseldorf, Germany - Young German start-up company HOT CHILI APPS. launches a speed
communication centre enabling the user to create individual iPhone-buttons. In just a few
taps of the finger, a personal address book can be designed using photos, colours, text
and symbols. Communication via phone, email and SMS is now also possible with one single
finger tap on the customized button, styled in the Apple look.
Com Centre is a speed-dial/-email and sms-application offering many special features.
Buttons can be created and named individually by the user. Millions of colours are
available just by using the colour picker. Photos can be added and combined easily. All
typical iPhone-functions are integrated, for example the possibility to turn, arrange and
enlarge or reduce the size of pictures via touchscreen using two fingers. Also
extraordinary is the design of symbols, frames and logos in Apple design. This gives every
iPhone a real corporate design but stays individual at the same time.
"We have always thought highly of the typical Apple style, and have expanded on the
iPhone-design" says Farid Zendagui, founding director of HOT CHILI APPS. "This was the
start-up for our idea to create an application with intelligent features in this typical
look." Because of its functionality Com Centre is more than a high-light in design. HOT
CHILI APPS also considers the practical needs of the user. "Speed and a maximum
ease-of-use-level are further benefits of our application.", emphasizes Farid Zendagui.
"Com Centre enables the user to contact everybody in just one second via phone calls, sms
and emails. Only one finger tap is necessary to choose the right numbers and addresses of
a specific person and build up the connection. For any question or need we have integrated
a special help-function."
The Dusseldorf based HOT CHILI APPS GmbH has experience in developing iPhone apps
enhancing the user's creativity. The c@rds-family, an iCard oriented application, offers
multiple choices to create personalized e-cards.
Says Zendagui, "The success of our c@rds was the first step to our customized Com Center.
In the Apps-Store you can find many speed dial apps, but none of them offer the use of all
these great iPhone features to build up a personal design". This innovative
freedom-in-personalization, combined with extraordinary speed communication functions,
connections and messages with just one finger tap - makes the Com Centre unique.
Com Centre:
http://www.hotchiliapps.com
Download and Purchase:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=294426906&mt=8

The development of creative applications for the iPhone is the core concept of the
Duesseldorf based HOT CHILI APPS GmbH a company founded specifically for this purpose
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shortly after the SDK keynote was published. The brain behind the business is an
experienced specialist in video production and multimedia design who has been an Apple
enthusiast for many years and is intrigued by the potential uses for the innovative
iPhone. Copyright 2008 HOT CHILI APPS GmbH. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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